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Please contact our distributor listed below.

* The specifications and designs of our products are subject to change without notice for performance improvement.

http://www.tajima.com https://www.facebook.com/TajimaGroup

19-22, Shirakabe 3-chome, Higashi-ku Nagoya 461-0011 JAPAN
TEL. +81-52-932-3444, 3445     FAX. +81-52-932-2457, 3449

Seller

Manufacturer

*The actual embroidery area and embroidery speed may vary depending on the items being produced, the machine 
model, and the embroidering conditions.

*Caution: No registered trademark or product design contained in this catalog may be used without prior permission 
from the manufacturer.     

Relative Equipment

Cord materials can be wound uniformly on 

bobbins for the Multi Cording Device as the 

cord material repeatedly moves across the 

width of the bobbin.

Different kinds of cord 

materials for the Multi 

Cording Device can 

be created by knitting 

threads such as 

embroidery thread 

and lamé yarn. 

TSK-1
Spool Knitter

TBW-1
Bobbin Winder



MULTI CORDING

DEVICE 2

View by video clip.

Decorate with 6 different types/colors of 
cording !
The digitally controlled presser foot is well suited for this applica-
tion. By controlling the timing, the cord is attached accurately.     
Utilizing the texture of the material, softer material has a more 
voluminous appearance. If you apply it by overlapping the cord, you 
can also achieve a three dimensional effect.

Easily change cords/colors
The bobbins are located in front of the machine.                           
You can easily check for material consumption and exchange 
bobbins. Due to the linear arrangement, the distance from the 
bobbin to the needle base is shorter.
Friction on the cord material is greatly reduced and higher stitich 
quality is achieved.                       

Standard embroidery is not affected.  
From one, up to 6 cords can be used.
Standard embroidery is not affected. 
Just by changing the presser foot, standard embroidery can be 
performed.
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Cutting Device for Multi Cording Device 2

The cutting device can be 

equipped on TMCR-VF series.

As the cord can be automatically 

cut at the timing of color change, 

the productivity of multi-colored 

code embroidery is drastically 

improved.


